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Time-frequency analysis has been a hotspot in modern signal processing research 
over the past few years, it acts as a powerful tool for variable non-stationary signal 
analysis. The method provides the joint distribution of information both in time and 
frequency domain, which can clearly describe how the frequency components of 
non-stationary signal change over time. Ground penetrating radar(GPR) is a 
non-destructive detection technology based on the difference of electrical properties 
of different media underground, it is fast and convenient、easy for operation、highly 
resolved、immune from interference and site adaptable which is widely used in 
economic development and military field. GPR signal is typical non-stationary signal, 
time-frequency analysis becomes a powerful tool for GPR signal processing naturally. 
 This article introduces short time fourier transform、wavelet transfrom、bilinear 
transform、S transform and generalized S transform by comparing their advantages 
and disadvantages as well as time-frequency resolution. The basic principle of S 
transform is focused on, the intrinsic link between short time fourier transform、
wavelet transform and S transform is pointed out. Researches on time-frequency 
analysis of GPR signal of objects currently focus on interference waves and noise 
removal to improve signal to noise ratio and profile resolution for the detection and 
location of objects, or identification and classification of objects further by extracting 
statistical features. The very researches mainly refer to detection of landmines, 
however, lack of  studies on time-frequency characteristics of GPR signal of targets. 
This paper will carry out some basic researches on small objects and thin wedge using 
generalized S transform, it will explore the time and time-frequency domain 
characteristics of GPR signal when target geometry parameters 、 electrical 
parameters(permittivity and conductivity) change and extract time-frequency 
attributes to build qualitative or quantitative relationship between attributes and target 
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